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METHOD FOR CORRECTING CONTROL 
SURFACE ANGLE MEASUREMENTS IN 
SINGLE VIEWE‘OINT PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention was made by employees of the Uuited 
States Government and m y  be manufactured and used by or 
for the Government for governmental purposes without the 
payment of any royalties. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to single viewpoint p h o t o g m e -  
try used to measure aircraft or wind tnnnel model control 
surface deformation due to aerodynamic loading. More 
specifically, the invention is a method of correcting control 
surface angle measurements affected by wing bending- 
induced bias errors when using single viewpoint photogram- 
metry on an aircraft or model experiencing aerodynamic 
loading. 
2. Description of the Reiated Art 
A single-camedsingle-view (hereinafter referred to as 
“single viewpoint”) photogrammetric technique is used to 
measure flow-induced wing twist and control surface defor- 
mation. This  technique is used in wind tunnel environments 
for aircraft models and in-flight for actual aircraft. A typical 
wind tunnel test set-up is illustrated in FIG. 1 where a single 
camera or other imaging device 10 is positioned at a side 
wall of 12 of a wind tunnel test area. (For an in-flight. actual 
aircraft set-up, device 10 would typically be located on the 
aircraft’s fiiselage.) Coupled to camera 10 is a processor 11 
for implementing single viewpoint photogrammetry com- 
putationdsolutions in ways already well known in the art. 
See. for example, “Videogrammetric Model Deformation 
Measurement Technique,” A. W. Burner et al., J. of Aircr.. 
Vol. 38, No. 4, July/August 2001, pp. 745-154, the contents 
of which are hereby incorporated by reference. as if set foah 
in their entirety. For in-flight measurements on actual air- 
craft see, for example, “Aeroelastic Deformation: .4dapta- 
tiod of Wmd T i u e l  Measurement Concepts to Full-scale 
Vehicle Flight Testing,”A. W. Burner et al., paper presented 
at NATO AVT-124 Specialists Meeting, Budapest, Hungary, 
Camera 10 is focused through a window 12A of wall 12 
on a portion (e.g., a wing) of an aircraft or aircraft model 14 
positioned in the wind tunnel. Aircraft 14 has a fiiselage 16 
aud wings 18. In evaluating wing twist and control surface 
deformation, camera 10 wodd be focused on a wing that has 
visual targets (not shown) placed thereon. 
In FIG. 1, aircraft 14 is viewed &om a ‘liead on” 
viewpoint while camera 10 has a viewpoint &om above and 
to the si& of aircraft 14. The wind tunnel’s direction of wind 
flow will be from the “head on” direction. A rectangular 
X,Y,Z coordinate system is deked and is used when gen- 
erating the single viewpoint photogrammetric solutions. 
Typically and for purposes of this description, the following 
conventions will be applied: 
the X-dimension is in the “head on” direction or direction 
of wind flow, 
the Ydimension is perpendicular to the X-dimension and 
is in the spanwise direction of wings 18, and 
the Z-dimension is perpendicular to the X and Y-dimen- 
sions and, therefore, defines the vertical direction with 
respect to the camera coordinate system. 
-4pri1, 2005. pp. 9-1 to 9-17. 
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As is well known in the art, single viewpoint photogram- 
metric solution generation requires that one of the three 
X,Y,Z coordinates must be known so that a set of two 
equations and two unknowns can be solved. For pitch-sweep 
5 wind tunnel testing without aircraft roll, the known coordi- 
nate is the Y-coordinate or spanwise locations of the visual 
targets on the wings. However. target locations change as 
wind flows over wings 18. That is. as air flows over wings 
18. aerodynamic forces act on the wings and tend to cause 
io them to bend (typically upward for rearward swept wings 
with a positive load) as indicated by dashed lines 20. (Note 
that the amount of bendmg has been exaggerated for pur- 
poses of illustration.) The residting Y-shift for visual targets 
(not shown) used to determine angles on the main wing 
15 surface at a given spanwise station are very similar. Thus. 
the effect of wing bending-induced bias error for visual 
targets on the m i n  wing element is typically less than 0.1 O 
for the worst case of near the wing tip. However, the 
differences in Y-shift can be considerable (leading to sig- 
20 nificant wing bending-induced bias error) for targets on a 
control surface that is angled with respect to the main wing 
surface as will now be explained with the aid of FIGS. 2 and 
3. 
In FIG. 2, aircraft wing 18 is illustrated in cross-section in 
25 the X-2 plane with a main wing 18A and a control surface 
18B. Control surface 18B is angularly disposed with respect 
to main wing 18A and, therefore, the direction of wind flow 
in the X-dimension. Visual targets 22 and 24 are applied to 
control surface 18B with targets 22 and 24 being separated 
30 by a distance “d”. Targets 22 and 24 are positioned in the 
same Y-location for this illustration. 
FIG. 3 is a Y-2 plane view of wing 18 and depicts what 
happens to targets 22 and 24 in the Y-dimension as wing 18 
bends during a “wind on” condition. With no wind or “wind 
35 off’. targets 22 and 24 have the same Y-location as men- 
tioned above. However, with “wind on”, control surface 18B 
along with main wing 18A bends as depicted by dashed line 
20. As a result. t h e y  and Z coordinates of targets 22 and 24 
change and are shifted with respect to one another. This 
40 condition results in significant error in single viewpoint 
photogrammetric solutions generated for control surface 
18B. 
SUMhL4RY OF THE INVENTION 
45 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a method of determiuing a corrected angle of a 
control swface during “wind on’’ conditions in single view- 
point photogrammetry. 
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and 
In accordance with the present invention, a method is 
provided for use in single viewpoint photogrammetry that 
55 determines a corrected angle of a control d a c e  during 
aerodynamic loadiug. First and second visual targets are 
spaced apart from one another on a control surface of an 
aircraft wing where the control surface is angularly disposed 
with respect to the aircraft wing in a direction of expected 
60 wind flow. The targets are positioned at a semispan distance 
along the aircraft wing. Athree dimensional and rectangular 
X,Y,Z coordinate system is dew with the direction of 
expected wind flow lying in an X-dimension, the semispan 
distance lying in a Y-dimension, and a Z-dmension lying 
65 perpendicular to the X and Y-dimensions. A reference dis- 
tance between the w e t s  is determined by generating a 
single viewpoint photogrammetry solution that uses the 
50 
drawings. 
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semispan distance for a zero wind condition defined by no 
air movement over the aircraft wing. Next, air is moved in 
the X-dimension such that; as the air flows over the aircraft 
wing, the aircraft wing bends through a local spanwise target 
tilt angle w measured about the X-dimensions’s axis. An 
apparent distance between the targets is determined as a 
result of the aircraft wing bending through the angle w. The 
apparent distance is obtained by generating a single view- 
point photogrammetry solution using the zero-wind semis- 
pan distance. The difference between the reference and 
apparent distances is minimized by generating a single 
viewpoint photogrammetry solUtion using a corrected semi- 
span distance that is equal to the zero-wind semispan 
distance changed by an incremental amount. ’4 final single 
viewpoint photogammeb-ic solution is then generated that 
uses the corrected semispan distance. The k l  single view- 
point photogranmetric solution includes a corrected differ- 
ence AZ between the targets in the 2-dimension and a 
corrected difference AX between said targets in the X-di- 
mension. The corrected angle is defined by tan-’ ( ( U c o s  
w)/Ax). 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a schematic drawing of a single viewpoint 
photogrammetric set -up: 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of an aircraft wing and its 
control surface having visual targets thereon; 
FIG. 3 is a head on view of the aircraft wing and its 
control surface depicting target locations during “wind of f  
and “wind on” conditions: and 
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of the method steps implemented in 
accordance with the present invention. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INWZN’I’ION 
The present invention is a method of correcting wing 
bending-induced bias error introduced into single viewpoint 
photogrammetric computations used to determine control 
surface ‘angular deformation. To explain the method of the 
present invention. continued reference will be made to 
FIGS. 1-3 while simultaneously referring to the flow chart. 
in FIG. 4. It will be assumed for this illustration that in a 
‘tvind OB” condition, targets 22 and 24 on control surface 
18B are aligned in the Y-dimension. That is, targets 22 and 
24 are located at the same semispan distance from fuselage 
16 during “wind off’. -4s used herein, the phrase “wind of?” 
is deked  as no wind flowing over aircraft 14 whereas the 
phrase “wind on” means that there is air moving in the 
X-dimension over aircraft 14. 
The first step (Le., step 100 in FIG. 4) in the present 
invention is to utilize camera 10 and processor 11 to generate 
a single viewpoiut photogrammetric solution that includes a 
measiue of the separation distance “d“ between targets 22 
and 24 at “wind off.” Since an actual measurement of 
separation distance “d” is easily obtained by a variety of 
conventional means. step 100 can be used to validate the 
solutions provided by the single viewpoint photogrammetric 
system defined by camera 10 and processor ll under ‘tvind 
off  conditions. 
The measurement of separation distance “d” at step 100 is 
made with aircraft 14 at a pitch angle that aircraft 14 will 
assume for a “wind on” condition. Additionally, temperature 
aud pressure conditions expected at a “wind on” condition 
could be duplicated for the “wind o f f  Condition at step 100. 
As is well known in the art and as mentioned above, single 
viewpoint photogrammetric solutions require one known 
coordinate. -4ccordingly. the solution generated at step 100 
is based on the initial “wind off’ value of the semispan 
location of targets 22 and 24 which is also referred to herein 
s as the “wind off’ Y-value of targets 22 and 24. 
The measurement of separation distance “d” made at step 
100 provides a reference measurement of separation dis- 
tance “d” for the present method. AJso, by using the “wind 
off’ single viewpoint photogammetric solution to obtain the 
19 reference measurement of separation distance “d”. any bias 
errors associated with the particular system of camera 
10/pmcessor 11 will also be present for a “wind on” con- 
dition and therefore, tend to cancel. 
Next, at step 102. separation distance “d” is computed for 
lS a ‘kind on” condition defiued as wind moving along the 
Xdimension and over aircraft 14. The known coordinate 
used to generate the solution at step 102 is again the initial 
“wind off Y-value of targets 22 and 24. However. as 
illustrated in FIG. 3, wing bending due to the “wind on” 
2o condition shifts targets 22 and 24 in both the Y and 2 
dimneiisions. Since the original uncorrected single viewpoint 
photogrammetry solution does not account for the shift in Y. 
bias error is introduced into the solution of X and Z. 
Accordingly, the separation dist‘ance “d“ apparent to camera 
l5 lO/processor 11 and obtained as a result of step 102 may be 
in error and different than the reference measurement 
obtained at step 100. .4t step 104, a difference is computed 
between the separation distances “d” obtained at steps 100 
and 102. 
The next step in the present invention (i.e.. step 106) 
involves the re-computation of the apparent “wind on” 
separation distance “d” using (i) the initial Y-value for one 
of w e t s  22 and 24. and (ii) an incremented Y-value for the 
other of targets 22 and 24. The incremented Y-value in step 
35 106 is the original “wind oil” Y-value changed by a small 
initial increment. The actual initial increment is simply a 
reasonably small increment (e.g., 0.01 inch). At step 108, a 
difference is computed between the separation distances “6’ 
obtained at steps 100 and 106. 
The goal of step 110 is to estimate the shift in the Y-value 
needed at “wind on” to eliminate any difference between the 
“wind o f f  taqet separation distance and the “wind on” 
target separation distance obtained using single vitwpoinr 
45 photogrmmety. This is accomplished by noting the change 
in Y-value corresponding to the target separation differences 
computed in steps 104 and 108. Specifically, the intercept 
defined by AY (on the vertical axis) versus Ad (on the 
horizontal axis) is determined using linear extrapolation. 
5o The intercept is tlie next (closer) estimate of the increment 
in Y-value needed to minimize the difference between the 
“wind ofP’ and “wind on” target separation distances 
obtained by single viewpoint photogrammetry. 
In order to eliminate (or reduce with an acceptable toler- 
55 ance level) any difference between the “wind ob’ and “wind 
on” target separation distances obtained by single viewpoint 
photogmetry ,  it may be necessary to repeat steps 106, 
108 and 110. Accordingly. step 112 provides for the iterative 
repetition of these steps. Once the above-described differ- 
60 ence in target separation distance is eliminated or acceptably 
reduced. the final Y-value shift is used to define a corrected 
Y-value indicative of the Y-dimension location of targets 22 
and 24 duriug “wind on”. 
At step 114. a fjnal single viewpoint photogrammetric 
65 solution is generated using the corrected Y-value. Part of the 
solution set includes the X and Z coordiiates of targers 22 
and 24 during “wind on” with the difference in the X 
30 
40 
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coordinates between targets 22 and 24 being defined as AX. 
and the difference in the Z coordinates between targets 22 
and 24 being defined as AZ. 
Before the ultimate determination of the present inven- 
tion’s corrected angle is made. step 116 determines an 
angular measure of the amount of target tilt in the Y-2 plane 
about the X-axis. This angular measure is illustrated in FIG. 
3 as angle w and is defined herein as a local spanwise target 
tilt angle. Angle w is the angle that targets 22 and 24 rotate 
though in the Y-Z plane as a restilt of wing bending during 
aerodynamic loading. Angle w is computed by taking the 
negatiie arctangent of the slope of Y-values versus the single 
viewpoint photogammetry-computed Z-values of the tar- 
gets. The negative sign of the arctangent is used to maintain 
the common couuter-clockwise positive sign convention 
often used far Euler angles. 
The final step in the present invention uses the corrected 
Y-value solution set &om step 114 to detennine a ha1 
corrected angle of control surface 18B for a “wind on” 
condition. Specifically. the final corrected angle determined 
at step 118 is defined as tan-’ ((AZkos o)/AX), where AX 
and AZ are the X and Z coordinate differences, respectively, 
far targets 22 and 24 d e t e h e d  by the final single view- 
point photogranmetric solution at step l14. The scaling of 
AZ by the inverse of the cosine of the angle o accounts for 
the tilt of control surface 18B in the Y-Z plane as wing 
bending occurs. 
The advantages of the present invention are numerous. 
The technique is not dependent on the functional form of 
wing bending and the inboard location of zero bending is not 
required as it is for existing techiques. The new innovation 
is based on differential computations between “wind OF 
and “wind on” conditions which tends to reduce residual 
bias errors present for both “wind off and “wind on” 
conditions. 
Although the invention has been described relative to a 
specific embodiment thereof, there are mmerous variations 
and modifications that will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is 
therefore to be understood that. wiihin the scope of the 
appended claims, the invention may be practiced other than 
as specifically described. 
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. A method of determining a corrected control surface 
angle for use in single viewpoint photogrammetry to correct 
control surface angle measurements affected liy wing bend- 
ing, comprising the steps of: 
providing first and second visual targets spaced apart kom 
one another on a control surface of an aircraft wing 
wherein the control surface is angularly disposed with 
respect to the aircraft wing in a direction of expected 
wind flow, said first and second visual targets posi- 
tioned at a semispan distance along the aircraft wing, 
wherein a three dimensional and rectang.dar X,Y,Z 
coordinate system is defined wirh said direction of 
expected wind flow lying in an Xdimension. said 
semispan distance lying in a Y-dimension, an$ a Z-di- 
mension lying perpendicular to said X-dimension and 
said Y-dimension; 
determining a reference distance between said first and 
second visual targets by generating a single viewpoint 
photogrammetry solution using said semispan distance 
for a zero wind condition defined by no air movement 
over the aircraft wing; 
determining an apparent distance between said first and 















photogrammetry solution using said semispan distance 
for a wind condition defined by air movement over the 
aircraft &ng; 
recalculating said apparent distance between said first and 
second visual targets by generating a single viewpoint 
photogrammetry solution using an estimated semispan 
distance for said wind condition for one of said first and 
second visual targets, said estimated semispan distance 
defined as said semispan distauce changed by an incre- 
mental amount; 
iteratively repeating said step ofrecalculating for different 
values of said estimated semispan distance until said 
apparent distance is approximately equal to said refer- 
ence distance as defined by an acceptable tolerance 
therebetween wherein a final apparent distance is 
thereby defined, and wherein said estimated semispan 
distance associated with said final apparent distance 
dehes a corrected semispan distance; 
generating a final single viewpoint photogrammetric solu- 
tion using said corrected senlispan distance for said 
wind condition, said final single viewpoint photogram- 
metric solution including a difference AZ between said 
first and second visual targets in said 2-dimension and 
a difference AX between said first and second visual 
targets in said Xdimension; and 
determining a tilt angle of rotation w that said first and 
secondvisual targets rotate through as the aircraft wing 
bends during said wind condition. said tilt angle o 
lying in a plane defined by sajd Y-dimension and said 
Z-dimension, wherein a corrected control surface angle 
is defined by tan-’ ((AUcos w)lAX). 
2. A method according to claim 1 fnrther comprising the 
step of validating said reference distance using an actual 
measured distance between said first and second visual 
targets. 
3. A method according to claim 1 wherein said wind 
condition is created by the step of generating a flow of air in 
said X-dimension. 
4. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the 
step of keeping the aircraft wing at the same pitch angle for 
said zero condition and for said wind condition. 
5. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the 
step of keeping pressure and temperature the same in the 
vicinity of the aircraft wing for said zero condition and for 
said wind condition. 
6. A method of determining a corrected control surface 
angle for use in single viewpoint photograrmnetry to correct 
Control surface angle measurements affected by wing bend- 
ing, comprising the steps of: 
providing first and second visual targets spaced apart from 
one another on a control surface of an aircnft wing 
wherein the control surface is angularly disposed with 
respect to the ‘aircraft wing in a direction of expected 
wind flow, said first and second visual targets posi- 
tioned at a semispan distance along the aircraft wing. 
wherein a thee dimensional and rectangular X,Y,Z 
coordinate system is defined with said direction of 
expected wind flow lying in an Xdimension, said 
semispan distance lying in a Y-dimension, and a Z-di- 
mension lying perpendicular to said X-dimension and 
said Y-dimension; 
determining a reference distance between said first and 
second visual targets by generating a single viewpoint 
photogrammetry solution that uses said semispan dis- 
tance for a zero wind condition deiined by no air 
movement over the aircraft wing; 
US 7,130,725 B2 
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moving air in said X-dimension wherein. as said air flows viewpoint photopametric solution including a differ- 
over the aircraft wing. the aircraft wing bends such that ence A 2  between said first and second visual targets in 
said first and second visual targets experience an angu- said 2-dimension and a difference AX between said 
lar tilt about an X-axis in said X-dimension that is first and second visual targets in said X-dimension, 
defined by an angle w relative to said X-axis: wherein a corrected control siufiace angle is defined by 
determining an apparent distance between said fist and t a d  ((AUcos o)/AX). 
second visual targets as a result of said fist and second 7. A method according to claim 6 fiuther comprising the 
visual targets experiencing said angdar tilt, said appar- step of validating said reference distance using an actual 
ent distance obtained by generating a single viewpoint measured distance between said first and second visual 
photogrammetry solution using said semispan distance io targets. 
as said air flows over the aircraft wing: 8. A method according to claim 6 further comprising the 
minimizing a difference between said refereuce distance step of keeping the aircraft wing at the same pitch angle for 
and said apparent distance by generating a single said zero condition and during said step of moving. 
viewpoint photogrammetry solution using a corrected 9. A method according to claim 6 krtlier comprising the 
semispan distauce that is equal to said semispan dis- 15 step of keeping pressure and temperature the same in the 
tance changed by an incremental amount; and vicinity of the aircraft wing for said zero condition and 
generating a final single viewpoint photopnunetric soh- during said step of moving. 
tion that uses said corrected semispan distance for 
5 
which said difference is minimized, said h i 1  single * * * * *  
